Abstract. By integrating the ergodicity of chaos searching and the high efficiency of quantum computation into immune optimization, a novel chaos quantum immune algorithm for Generation Expansion Planning computation is presented. In this algorithm, antibodies in colonies are coded by quantum bits and updated by quantum rotation gates. To change phase of qubit, two different chaos variables are introduced into the quantum rotation gate. The one with the relatively small amplitude performs the cloning of excellent individuals to implement the local searching, and the other one with the relatively large amplitude performs the mutation of inferior individuals to realize the global searching. The convergence of the proposed algorithm has been proved. The experimental results indicate that the algorithm remarkably improves the convergence performance and the search efficiency of the immune optimization algorithm.
will be varied by the end of planning. For ease of comparison, uniform annual value method is used to calculate the equivalents of investment cost in terms of annual fees. Based on the characteristics of models, the objective function is defined as [1] 
Chaos quantum immune algorithm for Generation Expansion Planning
Immune evolutionary algorithm is a new optimization algorithm which refers to the information processing mechanism and principle of biological immune system. It has many excellent performances, such as antigen automatic identification, feature extraction, antibody diversification, distributed detection, learning and memory, self planning etc. So it is the parallel distributed adaptive system with enormous potential in the intelligent computation. Because it effectively use some useful information in solving problems, it can inhibit the "degenerate" phenomenon produced in the optimization process and jump out of the constraints of local minimum values. So that it can quickly limit the optimal solution in a smaller space range. But, the search efficiency conducted in a small space isn't satisfactory.
Chaos is a rather common phenomenon in nature. Although it seems confusing, it has a delicate interior structure with "random", "ergodicity" and " regularity " etc. features. And in a certain extent, it can traverse all states without repetition according to its own "law". The effects are significant when the chaos optimization method searches in a small space, while the effects are not ideal in a large space.
Quantum evolution algorithm is a recently developed probability search method, which combines quantum mechanism with evolutionary algorithm. Its essential character is to adopt the quantum bit coding chromosome and make full use of the superimposition and coherence of the quantum state. Compared with the traditional evolutionary algorithm, the quantum evolutionary computation has many advantages, such as the better population diversity and the ability of global optimization. Moreove, its performance of the algorithm is not affected when the population size is small.
Merging their respective spatial search advantages of the chaos optimization and the immune optimization as well as the efficiency of the quantum optimization, this paper puts forward a kind of chaos quantum immune algorithm. The algorithm adopts the quantum bits to initialize population and use the quantum rotation gate to update individuals. For the excellent individual's cloning amplification and the poor individual's mutations, it also respectively defines the scope of the quantum rotation's rotation angle. What's more, it introduces the chaos variable to traverse in the corresponding scope. The simulation results demonstrate that the algorithm has the advantages of fast convergence and great search ability while it keeps population diversity.
The steps to Generation Expansion Planning problem by chaos quantum immune algorithm:
Step 1. Fitness evaluation function
The chaotic quantum immune algorithm raised in this paper adopts formula(1) as the fitness evaluation function.
Step 2. Initial population During the chaos optimization, the chaotic system used to produce chaotic variables adopts the logistic mapping: 1 (1 )
Use the following r Logistic mappings to produce r chaotic variables：
In this formula, 4 i µ = and it is the chaotic attractor, i is the serial number of chaotic variables.
Make n = 0, respectively give r chaotic variables' initial values, then get r chaotic variables from formula (2) ...
In this formula, cos(2 )
Step 3. Solution space transformation Every antibody in the population contains 2r quantum bits probability amplitudes. The 2r probability amplitudes can be mapped from unit space to solution space of optimization problem by employing linear transformation. Each probability amplitude in antibodies corresponds to a optimization variable in solution space. If the No.i qubit of n P is [ , ] i i T n n α β , the corresponding variables in solution space are:
So, each antibody has two corresponding results in optimization problems, of which the probability amplitude i n α in the quantum state |0〉corresponds to 1 n i X , the probability amplitude i n β in the quantum state |1〉corresponds to 2
Step 4. Cloning and cloning amplification for individuals Clone q (q < N) antibodies with the highest fitness selected from the population containing N antibodies, and use selected antibodies and new cloned antibodies to form a new new population. Suppose the selected q antibodies are 1 2 , ,..., q P P P , in descending order, according to the fitness. Then
represents a rounding integer operation and ρ represents a given control parameter.
In order to maintain the population's size stability, when .
.. cos( ) cos( ) cos( ) ... sin( ) sin( ) sin( )
The antibody, produced after the quantum rotation gate's cloning amplification, is 
From the process of the above best antibodies' cloning amplification, we can see that the selected best antibodies have the role of optimizing coordinates, and in a small region the introduction of chaotic variables strengthens ergodicity of local optimization.
Step 5. Poorer antibodies' mutation operation Transform the solution space to the population after cloning amplification, calculate each antibody's fitness, then carry out the chaos perturbation to antibodies' qubits phase by the quantum rotation gate, all of which can implement the mutation operation to m(m<N)antibodies' with lower fitness.
Firstly define a mutation amplitude k λ � which refers to the range of quantum rotation gate's rotation angle; secondly introduce the chaotic variables to determine the rotation angle size of quantum rotation gate. Then we can conclude that the lower the maternal fitness is, the greater the superimposed chaos perturbation is. 
Step 6. Operation for new antibodies Sort the population after cloning amplification and mutation according to the fitness, among which replace the d(d<N) antibodies of lower fitness with the new antibodies produced by formula(3). This process is equivalent to a chaotic search within the whole solution space, that is to search the antibodies with higher fitness in the global scope, so as to avoid falling into the local optimal solution.
Step 7. Termination of the algorithm Go back to step 4 for cyclical computations until they meet the conditions of the algorithmic termination.
This paper adopts the stated maximum evolution generations combining the above formula as algorithmic termination criteria:
In this formula, e is the given penalty, * F is the global optimal solution, best F is the best antibody's fitness in the current evolution generation
Simulation
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, take the economic development demand and power load forecast of a certain region for instance. There are currently 10 power plants with a total capacity of 5.9GW (see Table 1 for the main parameters); 8 power plants to be set up (see Table 2 for main parameters). Load growth within the planning period of a system is shown in 3 [5] .
To verify the superiority of the proposed algorithm, Table 4 shows the comparison between improved immune algorithm and other algorithms in optimal target value and running time, which indicates that either from the point of calculation time or target functions, the proposed improved algorithm is superior to other algorithms. 
